Quantifying the Reactivity of a Remarkably Long-Lived Difluorinated Enol in Acidic Methanol via Solution Kinetics and Electronic Structure Calculations
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A simple enol acetal underwent rapid cleavage in acidic solution to generate a difluorinated enol, which was sufficiently long-lived to be characterized by 2D NMR in a protic solvent at ambient temperature. Density functional theory calculations on a model reaction suggest that there are significant differences in protonation transition state timing between the fluorinated and nonfluorinated enols.

Introduction

The relationship between enols and their aldehyde and ketone tautomers is one of the most fundamental in organic chemistry and a correct understanding of the phenomenon informs many ideas about reactions of profound synthetic importance, both in vivo and in vitro. The groundbreaking work of Capon,1 Kresge,2 and Rappoport3 developed techniques for the generation and direct observation of enols, ynols, and other reactive intermediates which tautomerize to carbonyl compounds.

A major advance was made by Capon et al.,4 who found that reactive ketene acetal 1 and ortho ester 2 hydrolyzed sufficiently rapidly for vinyl alcohol 3 to be observed in acetone–water (99:1). Relatively long-lived solutions of 3 (for example t1/2 ca. 10 min, MeCN, 293 K) could be prepared by manipulating reaction conditions subtly. Kresge developed the laser flash photolysis technique5 to allow the direct study of a wider range of reactive intermediates in water and to reveal structure reactivity relationships. For example, enols 4 and 5 are ca. 102 times (t1/2 ca. 0.5 s) and 4 times (t1/2 ca. 10 s) more reactive than 3 (t1/2 ca. 35–45 s between pH 3.5 and 5.0), respectively.

Keto/enol tautomerism of aldehydes,6 acids,7 and dicarbonyl compounds8 has been studied by computational chemists. Most
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studies concentrate on the relative gas-phase energies of enol and ketone forms; the interconversion between keto and enol forms in solution and the modeling of transition states is less well explored. Dickerson and co-workers, and more recently, Houk and Zhang, studied the aldol reaction in pure water. In the latter study, the self-condensation of acetaldehyde was explained via the enol, itself formed via a facile general base and general acid catalyzed reaction, rather than via an enolate. The calculations also showed that the autoionization of water is responsible for the presence of the catalytic hydroxide and hydronium ions.

Steric and electronic effects have been enlisted to produce enols with extended lifetimes; the presence of electron withdrawing substituents can extend the lifetime of enols dramatically. For example, Knunyants and co-workers described how could be stored indefinitely and distilled without significant tautomerization to the corresponding ketone. More recently, Burger prepared, and noted that it was stable under acidic conditions.

Lemal and co-workers have also shown that perfluorination can shift the thermodynamic balance in the keto/enol tautomeric equilibrium under aprotic conditions; Lewis basic solvents favor the enol form of general type by hydrogen bond formation to the enol hydroxyl group, and by strong destabilization of the keto-form. The CO₂Me and perfluoroalkyl groups are powerfully electron withdrawing (inductively ) and their effects can be understood qualitatively by referring to the accepted ketonization mechanism in which general acid catalyzed protonation at carbon leads to oxacarbenium ion formation, followed by proton loss from oxygen to afford the neutral carbonyl species. Enols , and contain a substituent at every available position, so the difficulty of positive charge development is reasonable. The alternative ketonization mechanism involves ionization of enol to enolate followed by protonation by any available acid. The pKₐ values (which measure the oxygen acidities of enols) are unknown for fluorinated enols but Lemal discovered that a perfluorenoenol was a stronger hydrogen bond donor than hexafluoro-2-propanol so fluorination should lower pKₐ, meaning that the enolate becomes available at higher acid concentrations. None of these studies allow us to predict quantitatively how a simple difluorinated enol will behave under protic conditions, or indeed if such species can be seen at all. We wish to characterize such a species in this paper, and show via density functional calculations that its kinetic metastability arises from strong destabilization of the transition state for protonation at carbon.

Results and Discussion

During the course of a synthetic campaign, we wished to cleave difluoroallylic alcohol to hydroxyketone and reduce in situ to diol (Scheme 1). Exposure of to acidic methanol, conditions we had developed successfully for the cleavage of MEM ((methoxy)ethoxymethyl) enol acetal returned crude product with a complex NMR spectrum, and ultimately a crystalline solid, identified as dioxolane dimer by X-ray crystallographic analysis.

We were curious about the timing of dimerization of , so we followed the methanolysis of (in CD₃OD/Me₃SiCl) by NMR, observing complete consumption of the starting material and the buildup of a difluoroalkenyl intermediate (either or , clearly visible in the F and C NMR spectra), which decayed to 13 on a longer time scale. Scheme 2 shows the expected mechanism for cleavage of the MEM enol acetal; the spectra indicated unambiguously that protonation at carbon cannot be the initial step, but they failed to distinguish between 15 and 16.

The critical feature distinguishing 15 and 16 is the connection between the enolic oxygen and the acetal carbon C-1', present

---


in the former and cleaved in the latter. Instead, we propose that deuteriation occurs at the enolic oxygen of 11 to afford 15 followed by C–O bond cleavage to release the difluoroenol 16,17 which then undergoes rate-limiting deuteriation at carbon in the acidic medium to release 17.

At the start of the reaction, the fully assigned heteronuclear multiple bond correlation (HMBC) spectrum of 11 shows a clear cross-peak (A, 3J_{C-H}) connecting C-2 and the diastereotopic H-1″ methylene protons (Figure 1a). At 50% consumption of 11, a new C-2 type carbon is clearly visible in the 13C NMR spectrum, then later in the reaction, when 11 has been consumed completely, the HMBC spectrum (Figure 1b) shows that there is no connection between the new C-2 carbon and the acetal methylene, consistent only with cleavage of the key C–O bond and enol formation.

Solutions of 16 (L = D) could be generated by dissolving 11 in CD$_3$OD without adding any acid; for example, after 13 days, a solution of 11 in CD$_3$OD had converted completely to 16 with only trace amounts of ketonic products visible (see the Supporting Information). Presumably this reaction arises from the presence of traces of acid in the synthetic product causing cleavage of the MEM group upon storage. This corresponds to a half-life of much greater than 2 weeks at very low acid concentration ($k_w < 5 \times 10^{-7}$ s$^{-1}$). Enol formation from the enol acetal is much faster at any given acid concentration than ketonization so intermediate buildup is reasonable when the concentration of acid is very low. The measured half-life of 16 in CD$_3$OD (0.1 M in DCl, 300 K) is 1.19 $\times$ 10$^4$ s or 3.3 h; $k_D^+$ = 4.76 $\times$ 10$^{-4}$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ and $k_H^+$ = 1.94 $\times$ 10$^{-3}$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ correspond to a solvent kinetic isotope effect of 4.07, which compares well with literature values of 4.61 and 2.98 for vinyl alcohol and ethyl vinyl ether protonation respectively in water.3
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The absolute reactivity cannot be assessed from current data; $k_D^+$ for acetone enol is 4.7 $\times$ 10$^3$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ at 298 K in water (a difference of 10$^6$) but the effect of transferring enol protonation reactions from water to alcohol solvents appears to be unknown.

To understand the reasons for the stability of the difluoroenol 16, we have modeled the keto–enol interconversion of difluorovinyl alcohol 18 and vinyl alcohol itself 3, in liquid methanol containing HCl. If such a keto–enol interconversion proceeded via an intramolecular mechanism (1,3-shift), a highly strained cyclic transition structure of high energy would be involved. Houk and Zhang10 have calculated activation barriers of 293 kJ mol$^{-1}$ for the direct 1,3-shift and 173 kJ mol$^{-1}$ for catalysis via a single explicit water molecule; neither mechanism is therefore likely. In a protic solvent a more favorable mechanism involves proton shuttling in which keto–enol interconversion proceeds by one protonated solvent molecule donating a proton to the solute, and a second neutral solvent molecule receiving a proton from the solute. There will naturally be many possible solvent–solute configurations which will allow such a reaction to occur. Our strategy is to construct a credible structure for a cluster consisting of a number of methanol molecules, one of which is protonated, a chloride counterion, and the keto or enol solute. We then determine the reactant, product, and transition structures using a density functional theory (DFT) method. The effect of the bulk solvent on the relative free energies of these
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structures is estimated by using the polarizable continuum model (PCM). The DFT calculations were carried out with the B3LYP functional (as implemented in Gaussian98\(^\text{18}\)) together with a large Gaussian basis (6-311+G\(*\)), having the necessary diffuse functions to correctly describe anions.

A recent Car–Parrinello molecular dynamics simulation of \(\text{Li}^+\) and \(\text{Cl}^-\) ions in liquid methanol\(^\text{19}\) has given an average coordination number of 3.56 for the chloride anion. We thus started with a cluster in which the \(\text{Cl}^-\) was solvated by four methanol molecules, one of which was protonated. Vinyl alcohol 3 was then placed such that its \(\pi\)-electron density hydrogen bonded to one of the hydrogens (OH) of the protonated methanol, and the transition structure for the enol–keto transformation of 3 via an intermolecular proton shuttle route was determined. This search for the transition structure resulted in some reorganization of the starting structure to give one in which three methanol molecules were coordinated to the chloride anion, and the fourth, which is the proton acceptor, is itself hydrogen bonded to a second methanol molecule. Such a three-coordinate structure is entirely compatible with the results of MD simulations.\(^\text{20}\) This generic transition structure is shown in Figure 2b.

The reaction was followed from this transition structure to give the reactant and product structures shown in Figure 2a,c. All three stationary structures were properly characterized by calculation of their harmonic frequencies. In both reactant and product, the chloride anion remained three coordinate. The calculation for the keto–enol conversion of difluorovinyl alcohol 18 was carried out starting from a transition structure similar to that for vinyl alcohol itself. Selected bond lengths and charges, together with reaction free energies and barriers for the two reactions are summarized in Figure 3.

There are considerable differences between the transition structures for the two reactions. The transition structure for the


FIGURE 2. Stationary structures for enol–keto conversion: (a) enol reactant; (b) protonation transition structure; and (c) ketonic product. See Figure 3 for bond lengths.

FIGURE 3. Bond lengths (Å), free energies (in bold, kJ mol\(^{-1}\)) relative to reactant at 298 K, and atomic charges (in parentheses) for enol reactant, ketonic product, and transition structure for protonation.

tautomerization of vinyl alcohol 3 involves very little O–H bond breaking and significant C–H bond formation, while the situation is very different for the difluoro analogue 18. Here there is considerable O–H bond lengthening and a much lower degree of C–H bond formation in the transition structure. This correlates with the considerable increase in the electron density, compared to the vinyl alcohol case, which must take place on the carbon that is accepting the proton, before such atom transfer can occur. The inductive effects of the fluorine atoms would of course be expected to acidify the OH in 16 and 18. There is also more C–C bond lengthening and C–O bond shortening in the transition structure for 18, which again reflects that O–H bond breaking is well advanced. Indeed, the transition structure for 18 more closely resembles one for enolate protonation at carbon via a hydrogen-bonded carbanion.

Both enol to keto tranformations are favored energetically, that for vinyl alcohol being the more exergonic by 15 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), consistent with some destabilization of the ketone by the two fluorine atoms.\(^\text{14b}\) However, the considerable differences in the transition structures for the two reactions led to a much larger barrier for the difluoro species 18 (67 kJ mol\(^{-1}\)), compared to vinyl alcohol (16 kJ mol\(^{-1}\)). Both the reaction free energies and barriers are little affected by the inclusion of the bulk solvent at the PCM level. We were pleased to note that despite the entropic penalty associated with the recruitment of four molecules of solvent to the cluster, the barrier calculated for the protonation of 3 is considerably lower that those calculated by Houk and Zhang\(^\text{10}\) for the 1,3-shift and water-catalyzed enolizations of acetaldehyde.

We may estimate the relative reaction rates of 3:18 from our free energy barriers. The resulting value, \(8 \times 10^{+1}\), is in semi-quantitative agreement with our experimental estimate of 10\(^3\). We have also estimated the deuterium kinetic isotope values for the two reactions within the rigid-rotor, harmonic oscillator approximation, giving values of 5.1 for the difluoro species 18 and 3.7 for vinyl alcohol 3. The experimental sKIE for 16 (L.
The two fluorine atoms would oppose protonation was expected, but the change in the transition structure for protonation was more of a surprise. Fluorine atoms destabilize alkenes to which they are attached (Figure 4).

The fluorine lone pairs are the cause of p-π repulsions (in 19 and 20), which can be relieved by pyramidalization of carbanion centers that bear them (in 21), reducing the degree of repulsive overlap. Pyramidalization also reduces the stabilizing effects of carbonyl groups on carbanions through delocalization for the difluorinated enols in methanol is reasonable given the difluorinated enols in methanol is reasonable given the comparison is made in vacuo in the absence of a particularly narrow barrier for proton transfer. Nevertheless, the barrier and resulting kinetic stabilization of the enol remains considerable.

We believe that the longevity of 16 is remarkable given the absence of additional electron withdrawing groups, and now wish to explore the ability of a pair of small, electron-acceptor fluorine atoms to extend enol lifetime in biologically useful situations.

---

**Experimental Section**

1,1-Difluoro-2-(2-methoxyethoxymethoxy)hepta-1,6-diene-3-ol (11). n-Butyllithium (75 mmol, 32 mL of 2.40 M solution in hexane) was added dropwise to a cold (−78 °C) solution of disopropylamine (78 mmol, 9.8 mL) in dry THF (36 mL) under nitrogen. The solution was allowed to warm to −30 °C and then cooled again to −78 °C. 2-(Methoxyethoxymethoxy)-1,1,3-trifuoroethane (36 mmol, 6.6 g) was added dropwise over 30 min to this freshly made LDA solution. The reaction was stirred at this temperature for 40 min, then 5-phenyl-1-al (42 mmol, 3.6 g) was added in one portion. The mixture was allowed to warm to −30 °C over 2 h, then quenched with NH₄Cl (30 mL of a saturated aqueous solution). Water (30 mL) was added to the mixture, which was extracted with diethyl ether (3 × 30 mL). The combined organic extracts were washed with NaHCO₃ (30 mL of a saturated aqueous solution), dried (MgSO₄), and concentrated in vacuo to leave a brown oil. Kugelrohr distillation afforded allylic alcohol 11 (6.9 g, 78%, 100% by GC-MS) as a colorless, colorless oil; bp 80−85 °C/0.25 mmHg; Rₜ (20% ethyl acetate in hexane) 0.34; δH (300 MHz, CDCl₃) 5.80 (ddt, J = 16.7, 10.2, 6.7 Hz, 1H), 5.06−4.85 (m, 3H), 4.24 (br, 1H), 3.96 (dd, J = 6.2, 3.6 Hz, 1H), 3.77 (dd, J = 6.2, 4.0 Hz, 1H), 3.59−3.35 (m, 2H), 3.36 (s, 3H), 2.14−2.05 (m, 2H). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl₃) δH 2H-4 = 290.3, 284.3 Hz), 137.7, 118.2 (dd, 2JF-F = 36.4, 9.8 Hz), 115.1, 98.0, 71.4, 68.5, 66.5, 59.0, 33.1, 29.7; δF (282 MHz, CDCl₃) −100.2 (dd, 2JF-F = 64.0 Hz, 1F), −110.0 (dd, 2JF-F = 64.0 Hz, 1F), −120.2 (dd, 2JF-F = 3.8 Hz, 1F); vmsd (film/cm²) 3475 m (OH), 2932 s (CH₂), 1751 w (C=CF₂); m/z (EI) 270 (52%, [M + NH₄]⁺), 215 (10), 137 (10), 89 (100, MEM⁺), 89 (99, MeOCH₂CH₂⁺); HRMS (EI, M⁺) calcd for C₁₄H₂₀O₄F₄: C, 51.22; H, 6.14. Found: C, 51.22; H, 6.14.

---


(for reflections with $I > 2\sigma(I)$) were $R_1 = 0.0362$, $\omega R_2 = 0.1626$;
$R$ indices (all data) were $R_1 = 0.0387$, $\omega R_2 = 0.0954$.

**Measurement of Reaction Rates.** Alcohol 11 was exchanged
(OH for OD) by evaporation from CD$_3$OD several times before
use for deuteriation experiments. Reactions were initiated by the
addition of TMS-Cl to a CD$_3$OD or CD$_3$OH solution of $d$-11 or
11, respectively, from a microsyringe in an NMR tube which was
immediately capped, sealed with film, and transferred to the probe
of the NMR spectrometer. (Trifluoromethoxy)benzene was used
as an internal standard.

Between 60 and 240 data points were recorded for each kinetic
run. Each spectrum was automatically phased and integrated. Data
were transferred to spreadsheets and normalized against the internal
standard. The data fitted well to first-order plots ($R^2 = 0.999$
typically).
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